
Coaching Program Email

Do you remember your first Mindpower Breakthrough experience?

1. You learned about your potential; that you can achieve virtually anything using Mindpower.

2. Then, you started answering real questions. We asked what you value. (We asked you over and
over!) Getting beneath the surface takes repetition--and the result is incredible self-knowledge.

3. Finally, you had the rare experience of asking your future-self for advice, and you returned with
gold.

Now, it’s time to dig.

You've already trusted us once, and undergone a major transformation. What would be possible if
you could do it all again? How much would you uncover? It’s time to find out, and upgrade your life
to the next level.

As a Mindpower alumni, we’re inviting you to take Mindpower Breakthrough again!

Certain experiences are designed for repetition, because they build upon each other. We’re starting
with a new coaching cohort on January 19th. It’s your chance to uncover a deeper level of
Mindpower, and live at a higher frequency than ever before.

Yes, we know that you’ve already experienced the power of Mindpower Breakthrough. As
coach-practitioners, we’ll be the first to tell you…

The learning isn’t over.
Ever.

We don’t know exactly where you’re at right now, but it might be the ideal time for a Mindset Reset. To
strengthen the Mind Power you’ve already built. And then dial it up!

Our Mindpower practices make us strong enough for any challenge.

The people we become…day to day, month to month, year to year--are not the same. Every mental and
emotional barrier you break down, means more success and happiness.



● Go from feeling overwhelmed, scattered and stressed, to happy, expansive and focused. Level
after level.

● Flow completely and all the time.

● Hit your goals, and achieve 10X productivity.

● Redefine your relationships--both personally and financially.

If you’ve attained these, you can make them better.

If not--you still have the power to achieve SO MUCH.

It’s time for the next Mindpower Breakthrough. Because reviewing this material never gets old. In fact--it
keeps you young, and doing more than you dreamed you could.

The next cohort begins on January 19th, 2023.

We can’t wait to see you again!

_______________________________________________________________

Supply Chain Emails

Hi _______________

Of all the problems you could have--why let your supply chain be one of them?

Believe it or not, in just 2 weeks you can dramatically raise the value of your supply chain.

How?

Because in virtually every supply chain, there are two paths to a higher ROI:

1. SEEING the GAPS.
2. FINDING the OPPORTUNITIES.

To discern these, all you need is a guide...

That's why our entire company is designed to help you achieve your highest supply chain ROI. With our
expertise, technology and a few clicks, you will SEE gaps, and FIND opportunities that actually transform
your operation.



And the best part?
It's easy!

● Using your data, we'll analyze every inch of your supply chain.

● Within two weeks, we'll give you a clear, customized plan of action.

● During a personal consultation, we'll explain exactly how you can achieve a greater ROI on
your supply chain, so you can choose the best course of action.

Yes, we have a lot of free resources to help you.

But, I think it's also good to know that people enjoy working with us because:

● We're down to earth.
● Our process is simple.
● And guaranteed.

Best of all, you can actually do what we'll recommend---just like _____________ and
________________ have. In fact, here's what _____________ says about our supply chain diagnostic:
"__________________________________________________________________."

Of course, it's your choice...If painlessly improving the ROI on your supply chain sounds like a good idea,
just click this link for the next step.

As always, it's an honor to serve you at every step of your journey.
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Hi _______________

If you're seeing the news, or buying anything, you know Supply Chain has never mattered more than right
now.

It's the ideal time to fix a supply chain issue in your company. Repaired and enhanced, your supply chain
will create more profit.

(Probably a lot more.)



Our supply chain diagnostic takes just 2 weeks, and helps companies like yours recover a significant level
of ROI.

Click this link to our supply chain diagnostic center.

Or, you can reach out to me personally.
I'd love to help you in any way that I can.


